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Introduction 



Equality 

Art. 157 TFEU on 
equal pay 

Dir 79/7 on social 
security 

Dir 2006/54 equal pay 
and treatment 

Dir 2000/43 on race 
and ethnic origin 

Dir 200078 on 
disability, sexual 

orientation, age etc 

Dir 2010/41 on self-
employed 

Family friendly 

Dir 92/85 on pregnant 
workers 

Dir 97/81 on  part-
time work 

Dir 99/70 on fixed 
term work 

Dir 2008/104 agency 
work 

Dir 2010/18 parental 
leave 

Working time 

Dir 2003/88 working 
time 

Dir 94/33  young 
workers 

Dir 2000/79 on 
Working time in civil 

aviation 

Dir 2005/47 on 
working conditions in 
cross border railway 

services 

Dir 2002/15 on 
working time in road 

transport 

Reg 561/2006 on daily 
and weekly driving 

times  

Health and safety  

Dir 89/391 framework 

Dir 89/364 on min 
requirements for 

workplace 

Dir 89/656 on PPE 

Dir 90/70 on display 
screen equipment 

Dir 90/269 on manual 
handling of loads 

Dir 91/383 on health 
and safety of atypical 

workers 

Dir 92/57 on temp or 
mobile construction 

sites 

Health and safety 
continued 

Dir 92/19 on mineral  
extracting industries 

through drilling 

Dir 92/58 on safety 
signs 

Dir 92/29 medical 
treatment on board 

vessels 

Dir 92/104 on surface 
and underground 

mining 

Dir 2009/104 on work 
equipment 

Dir 2013/35 on 
electromagnetic fields 

Dir 99/92 on explosive 
atmospheres 

Health and safety 
continued 

Dir 2002/44 on 
mechanical vibration 

Dir 2003/10 on noise 

Dir 2006/25 on 
artificial optical 

radiation 

Dir 2000/54 on 
biological agents 

Dir 2010/32 on sharp 
objects 

Dir 2004/37 on 
carcinogens 

Dir 2009/148 on 
asbestos 

Information and 
consultation 

Dir 2002/14 general 

Dir 2009/38 on 
European works 

council 

Dir 2001/86 on 
information and 

consult in ECS 

Dir 2003/782 on info 
and consult in 

Cooperative society 

Dir 2005/56 on cross-
border mergers 

Economic 
restructuring 

Dir 2001/23 on 
transfers of 

undertakings 

Dir 98/59 on 
collective 

redundancies 

Directive 2008/94 on 
insolvency 

Other 
employment 

rights 

Dir 91/533  on proof 
of employment 

contract 

Dir 96/71 on posted 
workers 

Dir 2014/67 on posted 
workers enforcement 

The range and scope of existing EU 
Employment Rights 



Priti Patel MP (Leave campaign): ‘If we could just halve the 
burdens of the EU social and employment legislation we could 
deliver a £4.3 billion boost to our economy and 60,000 new jobs’ 

Francis O’Grady, General Secretary of the TUC (Remain): ‘Leave 
the EU and lose your rights at work – that’s the message that 
even Leave campaigners like Priti Patel are now giving. But which 
rights would go – your right to paid holidays, your right to 
parental leave, maybe protections for pregnant workers? The EU 
guarantees all these rights and more, and it’s why Brexit is such a 
big risk for working people.’ 



British Prime Minister, Theresa May, party conference 
speech, 1 October 2016 

 
As we repeal the European Communities Act, we will convert the 
‘acquis’ … into British law.  When the Great Repeal Bill is given Royal 
Assent, Parliament will be free – subject to international agreements 
and treaties with other countries and the EU on matters such as trade 
– to amend, repeal and improve any law it chooses.  But by converting 
the acquis into British law, we will give businesses and workers 
maximum certainty as we leave the European Union.  The same rules 
and laws will apply to them after Brexit as they did before.  Any 
changes in the law will have to be subject to full scrutiny and proper 
Parliamentary debate.  And let me be absolutely clear: existing 
workers’ legal rights will continue to be guaranteed in law – and they 
will be guaranteed as long as I am Prime Minister. 



The (G)RB 

1.Repeal the ECA (repeal) 

• On Brexit day 

• Role of Art. 157 TFEU, Art. 153 TFEU 

2. Smooth, orderly exit (convert) 

• Consistency Bill; where practicable, same laws apply before 
and after; steady as she goes; role of ECJ 

3.Deliver functioning statute book (correct) 

• ‘Henry VIII’ clauses but cf new Bills (eg Immigration, Customs) 

• Fixing the car while running (but no new major changes to 
policy (?)) 

 



What role will decisions of the ECJ 
have? 

Before Brexit day 

• Would continue to bind the UK courts after the UK’s 
departure 

• Same precedential value as S.Ct decisions;  

• Can be overturned in exceptional cases (Practice 
Direction) and role of Parliament 

Decisions after Brexit day 

• persuasive authority only? 



Challenges for British courts 

Applying 
decisions 
of the  
ECJ 

Any new decisions of the Court post Brexit will not have had the 
benefit of UK/common law input 

 

Interpretation of EU law will be carried out against the imperatives 
of the EU: market integration, the role of the Charter and, possibly 
citizenship.  

Charter has generally not had a decisive effect on the field of workers’ rights generally Case C-
176/12 AMS EU: C:2014:2 concerning Article 27 on ‘Workers' right to information and 
consultation within the undertaking’ cf Art. 21 on equality; cf Case C-426/11 Alemo-Herron 
ECLI:EU:C:2013:521; Case C-201/15 AGET Iraklis ECLI:EU:C:2016:429 

Charter will not be incorporated into GRB but underlying general 
principles will (residual effect of Mangold line of case law) 



Challenges for British courts 

Applying 
decisions 
of the  
ECJ 

Any new decisions of the Court post Brexit will not have had the benefit 
of UK/common law input 

 

Interpretation of EU law will be carried out against the imperatives of 
the EU: market integration, the role of the Charter and, possibly 
citizenship.  

Charter has generally not had a decisive effect on the field of workers’ 
rights generally Case C-176/12 AMS EU: C:2014:2 concerning Article 27 
on ‘Workers' right to information and consultation within the 
undertaking’ cf Art. 21 on equality; cf Case C-426/11 Alemo-Herron 
ECLI:EU:C:2013:521; Case C-201/15 AGET Iraklis ECLI:EU:C:2016:429 



British courts’ attitude 

British 
judges 
have 
never 
slavishly 
followed 
Court of 
Justice 
rulings 

ECM (Vehicle Delivery Service) Ltd. v Cox 
[1998] ICR 631 

Govia v. the Associated Society of 
Locomotive Engineers [2016] EWCA Civ 
1309 

But no Art. 267 reference; UK courts have 
made strategic use of this eg pensions 
cases; alternatives? 

http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2016/1309.html
http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2016/1309.html
http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2016/1309.html
http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2016/1309.html
http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2016/1309.html


New world of workers’ rights in the 
UK? 

•Minimum wage 

•Maternity protection 

Areas where UK law is 
‘better’ than EU law 

•‘We are committed to maintaining our status as a global leader 
on workers’ rights and will make sure legal protection for 
workers keeps pace with the changing labour market’ 

New areas 

•Mechanism for enforcement of commitment? 

•What if subtle changes 

But what if she 
changes her mind? 

What if there is a new 
PM? 



Deal or no deal? 

Deal might make it conditional on UK continued compliance with EU social rights 

No deal: Theresa May: ‘If the negotiations lead to a ‘punitive deal’ that ‘punishes Britain’, 
Theresa May said ‘no deal for Britain is better than a bad deal for Britain’, freeing the UK 
‘to set the competitive tax rates and embrace the policies that would attract the world’s 
best companies and biggest investors to Britain’. 

Die Welt: Chancellor - ‘We are now objectively a European-style economy … with a social 
model that is recognizably the European social model that is recognizably in the 
mainstream of European norms, not U.S. norms … I personally hope we will be able to 
remain in the mainstream of European economic and social thinking. But if we are forced 
to be something different, then we will have to become something different.’ 

https://www.welt.de/english-news/article161182946/Philip-Hammond-issues-threat-to-EU-partners.html


What about the position of migrant 
workers? 



The figures 

• In 2016, 11% (3.4 million) of the UK 
labour market (30.3 million) were 
non-UK nationals; EU nationals 
contributed 7% (2.2 million). 

• There are higher proportions of 
international migrants in some 
industry sectors: 
– 14% of the wholesale and retail trade, 

hotels and restaurants (508,000 EU 
nationals employed ) 

– 12% of the financial and business 
services sector (382,000 EU nationals); 

– 8% of workers in manufacturing are EU8 
nationals. 

• 701,000 non-UK nationals work in the 
public administration, education and 
health sector; over a quarter of EU14 
workers (27%) and non-EU workers 
(29%) are employed in these 
industries. 
 



What is going to happen to migration 
in the short term? 

• Numbers: Likely to 
decrease 

– Fall in value of pound 

– Eurozone economy is 
improving 

– Psychological effect of 
not being welcomed 

– Bulgarian/Romanian 
‘bulge’ past 

 



UK government proposals 

5 years+ continuous residence by specified date 

• Settled status 

• Will need to go through immigration screening checks 

• Those with PR will need to reapply 

• Issues of proof and HO capacity; 27% of applications for PR turned down 

Less than 5 years by (unspecified) specified date 

• Track to settled status 

Arrive after specified date but before Brexit 

• UK immigration law applies, visas, fees, NHS charge etc 

Enforcement issues: ECJ v national courts 
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